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Duo for violin & violaDuo for violin and violaPassacagliaduo for violin and violaDuo for
violin and viola ca. 1891 - 92Mann duofor violin and violaDuo for violin and viola, ca.
1891-92Boosey & Hawkes Music Pub Limited
Ralph Shapey (b. 1921) is one of the most controversial composers of the twentieth
century. His music has been described as searing, terrifying, and altogether
extraordinary, highly poetic and very lyrical, and magnificent...epic in its scope,
arrestingly original in its utterance. More than sixty of his works have been published
and he has received numerous awards and commissions. This catalogue begins with a
brief biography. The second section lists the works of the composer, numbered
chronologically by date of completion, and includes eleven categories of information:
Title, number of movements, duration, instrumental forces, number of pages, catatogue
number of publication, dedication, first performance, reviews, and discography. There is
also a section that discusses the method of composition Shapey has employed in all his
works since 1981, and which he calls The Mother Lode
In 1883, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart composed two duos for violin and viola. It is said
that Mozart's friend Michael Haydn had become ill, and was unable to complete a set of
six duos for his boss, the Archbishop Colloredo. Mozart supposedly wrote his two duos
to be passed off as Michael Haydn's work. That Mozart intended to write these two
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pieces in Michael Haydn's style is impossible, as there is a great difference in how the
two composers treat the viola part. Mozart regards the two instruments as equals while
Michael Haydn clearly writes a more soloistic violin line and a viola accompaniment.
Michael's brother, Joseph Haydn, also favors the violin line in his duo sonatas for violin
and viola. Mozart's treatment of the viola part was highly innovative for its time.
Additionally, this dissertation researches the various problems in performance practice
in regards to the two Mozart duos. These issues include tempo, dynamics, articulation,
phrasing, vibrato, and the selection of editions. While exploring these matters in depth,
the performer will find that in combination with careful research of documents and
treatises by the likes of Leopold Mozart, nearly every aspect of performing these duos
comes down to a matter of personal taste. It is in putting one's taste into action that one
can find an authentic interpretation of these works.
The 1882 three-volume English translation of the 1867 second edition of a landmark
biography of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-91).

"These volumes form a complete encyclopedia and history of music and
musicians. They comprise a library covering the whole field of musical literature.
The material has been written by more than forty of the greatest musicians,
critics, and experts on musical subjects in this country and Europe." copyright
1914.
This traditional folk song with English words by either Percy Montrose or Barker
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Bradford is set to the Spanish folk song Romance del Conde Olinos o Nino. It
was made popular by Mexican miners during the Gold Rush between 1848 and
1860. Solo Score. Pure Duo Sheet Music Arrangement for Violin and Viola, by
Lars Christian Lundholm.
A collection of String Duets for Violin and Viola, composed by Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi.
A duo concertante for violin, viola and piano This work was written around 1940, placing it near
the beginning of a series of Clarke's late compositions. It both looks forward to her lean, linear,
avowedly modern conceptions and backwards to works which are explicit homages to ancient
styles, forms, and composers. A strain from the gypsy-rondo of Brahms's Piano Quartet Op. 25
echoes throughout the opening pages and is heard again in the piece's remarkable conclusion.
Authoritative, beautifully written guide presents 231 of the most frequently performed pieces of
chamber music by 55 composers. For each, the author gives a brief biography, followed by
discussions of the individual compositions — both their historical and musical contexts and their
salient features, including formal organization, content, and any extramusical associations. "No
lover of chamber music should be without this Guide." — John Barkham Reviews. Preface.
Glossary.
Boosey & Hawkes Chamber Music
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